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Research of the path optimization in agricultural water-saving
irrigation and canal system water distribution in Ant colony
algorithm
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Abstract:To realize the management and control of the water-saving irrigation of the path
pipeline distribution in field plots,get the terrain information through remote sensing
technology and analyze the path and the amount of the water in the field plots by the ant
colony algorithm according to the matter of the low generality in most parts in China.The
result shows that the rules were put forward with shorter path,smaller cost and the most
utilization of water eventually.It can be widely used in most areas which is lack of water and
scientific technology.
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implementation and management in water-saving

1.2

irrigation with the data source in plot coordinates.

Technology of the test

The ant colony algorithm was raised

1 methods and technology of

connecting to the research of TSP, which was

agricultural water-saving

called the traveling businessman matter. It can

irrigation

be described that if a businessman would visit
n cities, he must choose the corresponding path

1.1 Test plan
This test is based on the field plot in

whose qualification is each city must be visited

Shuang Yashan,Hei Longjiang Province where
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and then set the line path optimization.Soil
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humidity is set. Relief map of Shuang Yashan

Number K ant on the way i to j. U is the

is as shown in the figure.

residual factorˈand make U  (0 ,1] . L k is the

soil can reach the humidity without the
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ˈ W 0 is a

.The update of pheromone

follows the principles:
Figure 1.Relief map of Shuang Yashan
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This paper selects some fields plots in Shuang

(2)

ij

Yashan as the coordinates.The specific coordinates

1

research the information

are as followed.

increment of the K ant moves a cycle by the model

x=[1.67 ,1.41,3.54,3.29,4.41,7.01,7.98,1.99,2.98,4.

of Ant-cycle,when the ants appear,the number is

56,3.46,3.96,5.55,6.73,7.69].
y=[5.5,4.32,6.01,7.68,0.75,1.00,3.21,1.11,7.01,2.8
7,3.87,5.42,3.00,3.134.59].
The scatter diagram is shown in the figure.
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Figure2.The scatter diagram of the data
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Calculate the processes and code them by
4

Matlab,the route is

Therefore,ant colony algorithm can make sure
the action mode and path and get the process

4-12-7-9-1-3-7-5-6-11-8-13-17-16-2-12-14-15-18 ,
and the summation of them is

disorderly to orderly by the pheromone.M ants

¦ Dtao(ij) =171

start from a city,and then come to the next judging
by (4) and put tabuk .The pheromone will be
changed according to (1)(2)(3) and the change can
affect the construction of (4).After the repeated
cycle,the optimal solution will be put forward.

2

The

simulation

test

for

water-saving irrigation

Figure 3.The path of the scatter

2.1 Inspection of field
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This paper compares 3 irrigation
methods with ant colony algorithm,
make the conclusion of total irrigation
water by irrigating in different times
when the area is insured. The result
shows that using the ant colony algorithm
can save more water and the results of

Figure5.Specific data calculating with ant colony

comparing shows in the figure.
algorithm

From the above figure we can see that the
total amount of water is 3888000m³,however
there are some loss in flowing through the
branches and the effective amount of water
eventually reach to 3110402m³ .To ensure the
Figure4.different ways for irrigation

most increasing product in the case,the
vegetables need 1453412.25 m³ while the

3

Analyze the optimization path
apples need 1656769.50m³.Although the area

and data by remote sensing
of apples is just as 60% as the vegetables,the
Assuming that the outlet of canal M=14,the
water distribution tends to apples,that’s because
coefficient of main outlet is 0.86 and the branch is
the apples are high economic crop.
0.80,moreover there are 2 species plants ,apples
and vegetables,so N=2,and the day for irrigation

4

This paper mainly takes out a method tending

T=15,the amount of canal Q=3.0m³/s,so the first
time of water diversion of main canal is
1728000m³ .We set the initial amount of ants is
100. D

0.1, E 0.2, E0 0.1, E1 0.1, q0 0.5

to get the most optimized result of only one path
that can get to every point by using the ant colony
algorithm.Meanwhile, the best effect of the way to
water irrigation can be reached and the utilization

,the interaction is 1000.
We can get the water consumption of different

of water is used in maximization.

The

method

can solve the problems of serious water waste

plants, the average water quantity and other data
by calculating with the ant colony algorithm. Data
is shown in the figure.

Conclusion

causing by uncertain path and low universalization
of the deployment of canal water irrigation. It is
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worth to promote and employ especially in the

large-scale traveling salesman problem˷J˹ˊ354
ˉ358.34(2012).ˊ

areas where lack of water.
[5] RINA S,YU W.Computer Engineering and
Application.Quantum ant colony algorithm
based on grid task scheduling research˷J˹.44
ˉ49.47(2011).
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